
Cleanse manual tests at AI speed

- Standardize test steps
- Parameterize test data
- Remove redundant tests
- Update obsolete tests

Migrate tests, the SMART way to  
an Agile ALM

 - 70% faster cleaning and optimization  
   of assets
-  Publication of refactored tests in Xray,   
   Zephyr, TM4J, Squash...

 

Get tests ready for automation
- Reduce the number of keywords  
   by more than 40%.
- Data drive through parameterization  
   of variables
- Help in the identification of regression tests

Leverage graphical workflows for your 
agile@scale collaborative practices

-  Use the power of graphical methods to 
   reverse engineer tests
-  Export ORBITER projects directly into YEST 

ORBITER: Powered by next-gen AI technology,  
give your legacy test assets a second lease of life 

Try ORBITER  
in the cloud for free 

https://orbiter.smartesting.com 

50 first refactored 
tests at no cost

AGILISE 
YOUR TEST 
REPOSITORY

Legacy applications within enterprise 
information systems still drive some of 
the key business functions. It is a reality 
to live with. They present unique quality 
challenges when subject to rapid 
change.

Powered by best-in-class AI 
technologies, Smartesting’s ORBITER 
helps sanitize and optimize legacy 
manual test assets. With a new lease of 
life, such test assets continue to provide 
value in their AGILE avatar.

ORBITER HELPS REDUCE
• the number of test steps    >  >  >  20% on average
• keywords     >  >  >  >  >  >  >  >  >  >  >   40% on average
• test optimization effort    >  >  >  >  70% on average

To Know more about 
Orbiter and  
its use cases



Hierarchical 
clustering:  
automatic grou-
ping of tests by 
functional proxi-
mity, presented 
in the form of  
dendrograms.

Import the tests to be refactored 
from your test management tool 
and then export them. 

Optimization 
suggestions 
implemented in 
1 click

On-the-fly 
display of the 
graphical 
workflow of the 
selected tests

AI POWERED TESTING

ORBITER’S FEATURES

While many agree that AI will be at the heart of software testing technology in future, we at 
Smartesting have made AI techniques such as hierarchical clustering, machine learning, NLP, model 
inference accessible to QA teams today.

Experience the power of cutting edge Artificial Intelligence technology – Discover ORBITER!

Try ORBITER  
in the cloud for free

https://orbiter.smartesting.com
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Click here to contact us
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